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psychogeography
[urbansquares.com definition]
the subjective analysis of neighbourhood behaviours related to
geographic location. a chronological process based on the
order of appearance of observed topics, with the time
delayed inclusion of other relevant instances.
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as understood here, is the active search for, and celebration of, chance and coincidence, concurrently with the divination of patetitions thrown up by the [meeting/collision] of the chaos and structures of cities, personal histories and interpretations. it is
technique of the “dérive”, an informed and aware wandering, with continuous observation, through varied environments. it can
can lead anywhere.

the starting point of this psychogeographical walk was underground, bellow the most historic block in old toronto. it is surrounded by berkeley, front
and princess streets and the esplanade.
a three level garage connects all of the
buildings on this block. there are several exits, but a particularly attractive one
heads to the courtyard of berkeley castle, one of the most beautifully restored
buildings, previously a knitting and yarn
factory built in 1871. →
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. inner courts

the inner courts are the
real hidden gems of this
most historical part of
old toronto, just a few
feet from the spot where
the first canadian parliament buildings stood until 1824. this corner of
berkeley street and the
esplanade was the site of
the two most prominent
industrial giants of the
era—elias rogers coal &
lumber and the consumer gas companies.

[01:e
:04a]

the photos on this page
are all from berkeley castle’s inner court. most of
the people in this community are not aware
of these types of spaces
because they are closed
to the public on weekends and after 6 p.m. on
workdays. →
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. inner courts
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several buildings on the
same block of berkeley,
front, princess and the
esplanade were part of
a huge industrial complex during the last half
of the 19th and the first
half of the 20th century.
they survived mostly by
accident, because a demolition company used
them for their offices. today, they accomodate the
canadian opera company,
the canadian stage company and several other
offices. these alleys are a
pleasure to walk through,
and are mostly unknown
to the public, with the
exception of the homeless population from the
area. →
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. inner courts

[01:o
:124]
the alleys and courtyards are one of the more important
characteristics of this entire neighbourhood. streets in many
of the “old world” cities are often narrower than our alleys.
some are more and some less attractive. some are created
to be used regularly like the ones in the co-operative living
buildings. if they were made more open to public and if we
were more flexible and innovative with how they are used,
we would make them less attractive to problematic neighbours and much safer and more useful to all of us. if the intention is to make the area more walkable, this would be
one of the most convenient solutions. →
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2. heritige buildings
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many very well preserved heritage buildings exist throughout
this neighbourhood. the canadian opera, the canadian stage
company, the lorraine kimsa theater and the young centre
for the performing arts are just a few of the prominent cultural institutions located in renovated structures.

[02:d
16]

in the last couple of years the distillery district, the largest saved collection of 19th century industrial architecture in
north america, was converted into the first pedestrian–only
area in toronto, promoting the arts, culture and entertainment. some of the best city galleries, restaurants, cafes and
boutique retailers are all located in this area. →
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the enoch turner school
from 1848 (photo above),
toronto’s 7th post office
from 1853 (bottom left)
and a few more buildings from the distillery
district are among the best
preserved structures in
toronto still standing.
instead of visiting a museum building, museums
should be unpacked and
the entire area treated
as such, allowing everyone to enjoy it. →
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over the years, only a few churches survived in this area. one
of them is the monumental cathedral of st. james from 1853,
the fifth church built on the same spot.
another important building in this neghbourhood, is the
anglican church of the holly trinity. finished in 1844, it is the
oldest standing church in toronto. it was designed by henry
bower when he was only 25. →
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3. urban dog

[03:a
:40]
the urban dog, a very specific subspecies of dog, could be the subject of a much
more elaborate study. it not only influences the habits and behaviours of its owners
but also impacts the degree of sociability of the entire neighbourhood. the usage
of space, urban furniture, paving methods, relations with the younger generation,
relations with other urban animals, types of living and even security are effected
by dogs. surprisingly, many more people in condominiums and apartment buildings dominant in this area, have dogs than anywhere else. the owners have established exceptional social contacts among themselves, but dogs are also the perfect
excuse for non-owners to start a conversation. →
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4. empty lots & orphaned spaces
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[04::53g ]
the majority of empty lots have historically not been a part of old toronto neighbourhood.
the land south of the esplanade is a land fill, mainly used by industry, railway tracks, highways, parking etc. geographically the lots gravitate towards the northern part of community–today divided by highway and railway–and any future plans should work on uniting
them. very ambitious ideas for developing the harbourfront and a large plot of land on
the area’s eastern edge do exist. 10–15 years ago this area was almost entirely neglected,
but what we have today is the result of a massive effort from urban enthusiasts like jane
jacobs and others. a few abandoned structures still await their owners but the future
appears bright! →
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[04:e
:69f]
recently, the developers of expensive
condominiums sensed the opportunities of the area and large towers
began rising. just by looking at the
underground excavations it is possible to imagine a huge concentration
of tiny apartments. there is a danger
that the neighbourhood spirit, so rare
and valuable these days, will be seriously damaged if there is no control
of the physical structure and impact
of these buildings. →
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construction work in the area is consistent which leads us to believe that
the residents’ needs are being considered. it is obvious that a lot of public
initiatives regarding city take place right
here, and this is reflected in the overall
state of this neghbourhood. →
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5. traffic

the traffic in the area is relatively well
regulated. there is enough parking,
wether it on parking lots or in underground parking garages. parallel parking is also available on some of the
streets which is a good way of providing physical protection for a large
number of pedestrians on the sidewalks. only sidewalks are paved, but
the paving styles are inconsistent and
overall they need improvement.
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5. traffic

the gardiner expressway
and the railway corridor
are two well known and
over-discussed problems.
both clearly do not fit
into this area and something must be done to
make them less visible. →
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5. traffic

two examples of excellent traffic formulas, with
nice solutions to almost
all of the street’s issues
are segments of king and
front and the extraordinary promenade along
the esplanade. →
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6. urban squares & neighbourhood centers

[06:a
:61]

indisputably, the centre of this neighbourhood is the st. lawrence market. it is consistent with what historically has been
the centre of the community in the old world, where cities
grew organically around a gathering place–the market. that
was not case here. this was originally the city market but
city was not growing organically. someone just drew 10 city
blocks on a piece of paper!
today, the spirit of this neighbourhood is all around the market and stretches from this geographical centre east and
west [see a graph on page 36]. unfortunately the space is
very limited for community activities and the natural extension should continue along the beautiful promenade–david
crombie park on its south side. →
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6. urban squares & neighbourhood centers

[ click on the interactive image to play ]

→
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[06::97j ]

st. lawrence market was built in 1902 over the old
toronto city hall from 1845. the remains are still
visible and are incorporated into the market structure. the unique atmosphere of a highly functional
market, together with many other heritage buildings, are making this social urban space one of the
most attractive in toronto. this interactive panoramic image [above] is navigable in a full circle,
with options to zoom in on details, and hopefully
captures some of the typical saturday morning
ambience of the st. lawrence market.
a large number of people, visiting, living, shopping, selling and entertaining each other, contribute to extraordinary and exemplary social bonds
in this neighbourhood. →
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